
Introduction
These instructions are designed for new users to the LaTeX program. Experienced users of

this program may not benefit from these instructions, since they barely scratch the surface of its
capabilities.

Upon completion of these instructions, a user should be able to perform the following tasks:

• Create a new document in LaTeX.

• Use the following built in environments:

– Document

– Lists

– Math Mode

• Write a document in LaTeX.

A user should read these instructions if they are a new user to LaTeX, or they are an experienced
user needing a quick refresher of document structure. Whereas LaTeX can be used to write any
document, the primary use is for someone who needs to insert many equations into a document.

Program Description
LaTeX enables authors to typeset their work at one of the highest typographical quality, utiliz-

ing a predefined and professional layout. Unlike most other common typesetting programs, LaTeX
does not utilize the ”what you see is what you get” framework, and it is required for the user to
define exactly how they wish for the document to look. This means that what the user types exactly
will not be what the finalized document looks like. The basic interface of LaTeX is as shown in
Figure 1.

LaTeX is a very powerful word processing software that utilizes pseudo-coding to compile a
document. This document is automatically saved as a PDF file. With any compiler, a single mistake
in the document coding will cause errors and will either cause the document not to compile, or it
will cause the document to do things it wasn’t designed to do. Extra care and precaution must be
taken to make sure that the rules of the document compiles correctly.

The biggest advantage LaTeX has over other word processing softwares, is its math mode.
Utilizing it can make any equation come out flawlessly, whether it be inside of a paragraph or
as a standalone equation. Figure 2 shows a side-by-side comparison of LaTeX’s math mode vs.
Microsoft Word’s equation editor. Note that when Word’s equation editor is used in line with a a
sentence, the equation becomes condensed and harder to read.
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Figure 1: LaTeX Overview

Figure 2: Math Examples



Instructions

Creating a new document
Once the user is ready to create a new document in LaTeX, they may click on the new document

icon, as shown in Figure 3. Alternatively, it is possible to create a new document by going to ”File”
> ”New”, or by hitting the key combination ”Ctrl+N”.

New Document

Figure 3: Create a New Document

Saving a document
It is highly recommended to save the document after creating it. As shown in Figure 4 and

Figure 5, it is possible to do so by hitting the save document icon and then the save button. Alter-
natively, it is possible to save by ”File” > ”Save” or the key combination ”Ctrl+S”. Also it should
be noted that the document automatically overrides any preexisting save file any time it is saved or
compiled.
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Figure 4: Saving a Document, Step 1

Save Button

Figure 5: Saving a Document, Step 2



Once a document has successfully been created and saved, the user should see a screen that
looks similar to Figure 1 from above, with the exception of the Document Preview. There are a
few preemptive steps needed before a user can get the Document Preview, which will be covered
below.

Preamble
As mentioned before, since LaTeX is not a ”what you see is what you get” program, the user

must tell the compiler exactly how to format the document, and what type of parameters it is able
to have. There are a few default layout settings LaTeX uses, and they are able to be accessed with
the following commands:

Beginning here, certain words may be different colors for emphasis. In LaTeX, these colors
will not appear as is while creating a document. The codes given are prototypes, which means that
everything in black should be typed as-is, and everything colored should be replaced with their
respective components.

Document class

\documentclass[options]{class}

There are several options and classes that can be used in order to create a document. Whereas
there are several different options available here, these instructions will only cover the overall font
size of the document. To change the default font size of the entire document:

• 10pt - 10 point font

• 11pt - 11 point font

• 12pt - 12 point font

Depending on the overall purpose of a document, LaTeX also provides some default classes
which change the overall layout. The layout can be changed by replacing class with one of the
following:

• article - Page numbers on bottom and centered.

• slides - No page numbers, larger font.

• book - Page numbers on top left for even pages, right on odd pages.

• And more!



Packages

Likewise, LaTeX also contains a plethora of packages able to be used. Packages are prepro-
grammed scripts which run within the document. This is extremely useful, because a vast majority
of the time, a package already exists to format the document exactly as needed.

\usepackage[options]{class}

Since the options and the class vary greatly between packages, these instructions will not cover
them in great detail. A few common packages that are highly recommended to use are:

• amsmath - Enables math mode.

• amsfonts - Provides math fonts.

• amssymb - Allows the use of math symbols.

• [margin = 1.0in]{geometry } - Changes the margin around the document to 1.0 inch.

If there is no options needed for a package, the user may either completely omit the [options]
or by leaving the content inside the brackets blank.

The Document
Once the user has properly configured their preamble and have begun the document environ-

ment, it is now possible to create a full document inside of LaTeX. Figure 6 shows a very basic
example of how this should look like. This sample document contains a couple things that this
instruction has not covered yet, but will extremely soon.

Figure 6: A Sample Document



Environments
\begin{environment}

content...
\end{environment}

Every environment that is told to begin must also pair with a statement to tell it to end, and
it is applied to everything in the content. Just like every day conversations, if someone begins a
sentence without finishing it, the person they are talking to becomes confused; the same is true with
LaTeX, it becomes confused if a user starts begins an environment without ending it. Most of the
errors in compiling occur when environments are not properly ended. To begin a document, you
must use the document environment. These instructions will cover environments in more detail in
the last section.

Environments are very important to the overall structure of the document. Environments allow
users to create different formats that are visually appeasing. A three that this instruction will cover
are lists, text formatting, and math mode.

Lists

Enumerated lists, as the name suggest, are numbered for the first tier, and lettered for the
second. Itemized lists consist of purely bullets and other symbols to indicate tiers. To create a
list, the environments are enumerate and itemize respectfully for each of the two types. These are
examples of an enumerated list and itemized list, with the LaTeX code on the left and the actual
document preview on the right:

\ b e g i n { enumera t e }
\ i t em Food
\ b e g i n { enumera t e }
\ i t em Bananas
\ i t em Oranges

\ end{ enumera t e }
\ i t em Dish soap

\ end{ enumera t e }

1. Food

(a) Bananas

(b) Oranges

2. Dish soap

\ b e g i n { i t e m i z e }
\ i t em Grocery L i s t
\ b e g i n { i t e m i z e }
\ i t em Bananas
\ b e g i n { i t e m i z e }
\ i t em Ripe ones
\ i t em For banana b r e a d

\ end{ i t e m i z e }
\ end{ i t e m i z e }

\ end{ i t e m i z e }

• Grocery List

– Bananas

∗ Ripe ones
∗ For banana bread



Note that for each item needed, that the \item command must be called before each entry. For
each tier, a new environment is needed to be called to separate the tiers. It should be noted that the
enumerate and itemize can be used within each other. The following is an example of such:

\ b e g i n { enumera t e }
\ i t em Queen
\ b e g i n { i t e m i z e }
\ i t em F r e d d i e Mercury
\ b e g i n { enumera t e }
\ i t em Amazing

\ end{ enumera t e }
\ end{ i t e m i z e }

\ i t em J u s t a poor boy
\ b e g i n { enumera t e }
\ i t em Needs no sympathy
\ b e g i n { i t e m i z e }
\ i t em Easy come , ea sy go

\ end{ i t e m i z e }
\ end{ enumera t e }

\ end{ enumera t e }

1. Queen

• Freddy Mercury

(a) Amazing

2. Just a poor boy

(a) Needs no sympathy

• Easy come, easy go

Text Justification

Text justification is important to any document. For LaTeX, text justification can be achieved
using the following environments:

• flushleft for left justification

• center for centered justification

• flushright for right justification

Text Emphasis

To emphasize words using boldface, italic, or underlined text, the following commands are
used:

• \textbf{Text} for boldface text

• \textit{Text} for italicized text

• \underline{Text} for underlined text

These commands are not an environment. They are stand-alone commands. These commands
can be used individually or within each other. For example, text that is both boldface and italicized
can be achieved with: \textbf{\textit{Text}}.



Math Mode

The common convention for LaTeX is that everything inside braces ({ }) applies to the object
ahead of it. Otherwise, the compiler assumes to only apply the operator to the object directly suc-
ceeding it. Example: xˆ21 is x21 and xˆ{21} is x21. Whereas there are many different commands
that can be utilized, these the list on the following page will cover the basics.

In order to utilize math mode, the environment is math. However, using the environment like
that is highly inefficient. The shortcut to math mode is the dollar sign ($). You must use a dollar
sign before and after any of the following commands:

• Fractions: \dfrac{Numerator}{Denominator}

– EX: \dfrac{1}{2} → 1

2

• Greek letters: \Letter

– EX: \rho→ ρ

• Math symbols: \Symbol

– EX: \div→ ÷
– EX: \times→ ×

• Superscript: baseˆ{power}

– EX: abˆ{13} → ab13

• Subscript: base {script}

– EX: ab {15} → ab15

• Trigonometric identities: \Identity

– EX: \sin→ sin

– EX: \cos→ cos

Note once again that everything in the color red must be replaced with the appropriate compo-
nent. Everything in black should be typed as-is. The following are examples of a fairly complex
math equations:

• $xˆ2 + \dfrac{b}{a}x + \dfrac{bˆ2}{4aˆ2} = −\dfrac{c}{a}+ \{bˆ2}{4aˆ2}$

– x2 +
b

a
x+

b2

4a2
= − c

a
+

b2

4a2

• $\sinˆ2(\theta) + \cosˆ2(\theta) = 1$

– sin2(θ) + cos2(θ) = 1

• $25 \div 5 = 5 \times 1 $

– 25÷ 5 = 5× 1



Build & View

Figure 7: Build & View Document

Document Preview

At any time during the writing of the document, the user may preview the compiled document
by using the button in Figure 7. Likewise, it is possible to do so by clicking on ”Tools” > ”Build
& View”, or by using the ”F1” key. Alternatively, it is possible to get the document preview by
using the ”F7” key, and then ”F6” to compile.


